/* REXX */

pliance**********************************************************************
ice This REXX exec is the same as the exec displaye d in slide 30 */
ice and is the same exec that was executed in the demo. */
pliance**********************************************************************

aise THIS SMALL PROGRAM SHOWS THE WRONG WAY TO USE A '.' IN THE STEM. */

AY "EXTRACT USERS WITH NO '.' IN STEM"

YRC=IRRXUTIL("EXTRACT","USER","MEGA","RACF",""")

AY "MEGA UID IS "RACF.OVMUS.UID.1

YRC=IRRXUTIL("EXTRACT","USER","ELVIS","RACF",""")

AY "ELVIS UID IS "RACF.OVMUS.UID.1

AY "EXTRACT USERS WITH '.' IN STEM TO DEMONSTRATE ERROR"

YRC=IRRXUTIL("EXTRACT","USER","MEGA","RACF.A",""")

AY "MEGA UID IS "RACF.A.OVMUS.UID.1

YRC=IRRXUTIL("EXTRACT","USER","ELVIS","RACF.A",""")

AY "ELVIS UID IS "RACF.A.OVMUS.UID.1

EXIT